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Surface plasmons on Pd(110): An ab initio calculation
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The surface excitation spectra of the Pd(110) surface is analyzed in the framework of the time-dependent
density functional theory. The ab initio electronic structure of this surface is included into the evaluation of
the surface response function using a linear response approach. At small momentum transfer the extrapolated
energy of the surface plasmon is close to electron-energy-loss-spectroscopy measurements and can be understood
considering the bulk Pd dielectric function. However, upon momentum increase the evaluated dispersion of the
surface plasmon presents significant discrepancies with the published experimental data. While the experimental
surface plasmon dispersion initially presents a strong negative slope, our calculations indicate a weak positive
dispersion at all finite momentum transfers where this collective excitation is observed. Interestingly, we do not
observe any noticeable effect on the collective surface excitations induced by the large number of surface states
in the valence band of Pd(110). These states do not produce any additional mode at energies below the surface
plasmon.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.045407

I. INTRODUCTION

A crucial characteristic of an electronic system in any
material is its collective behavior in response to an applied
electric field. Its most relevant manifestation in infinite solids
is the collective charge density oscillations called plasmons
[1,2]. The energy of these bulk plasmonic modes in metals,
ωP , is usually in the ultraviolet spectral range and, for a simple
free-electron gas (FEG) model, it is determined by the average
valence electron density.
Additional modes can be generated by truncating the solid.
For instance, at the plane interface between a metal and a vacuum an additional collective excitation, the so-called surface
plasmon (SP), appears [3]. In the FEG model, the energy of
limit is linked to ωP
this mode, ωSP , in the long-wavelength
√
by the simple relation ωSP = ωP / 2.
The properties of surface plasmons have been the subject
of great attention from the experimental and theoretical sides
for more than six decades [4–10]. Notably, many works were
devoted to establishing its energy dispersion as a function of
the in-plane momentum transfer q . Theories based on the
FEG model predicted that in metals such dispersion should
initially present a negative slope with increasing q = |q |
(denoted negative dispersion in the following for short), reach
a minimum at a certain q , and become positive at larger q .
Several experiments confirmed this picture in simple metals
like alkalies, aluminium, magnesium, etc. [11,12].
However, in the course of that work it was realized
that even for such simple metals, a proper theoretical
2469-9950/2021/103(4)/045407(9)

description of the surface plasmon properties should go
beyond the simplistic FEG model. For instance, the experimental ωSP systematically deviates from the FEG predictions.
Moreover the surface plasmon dispersion may deviate qualitatively from the one predicted by the FEG. A remarkable
example of this is the surface of silver. The experimentally
measured surface plasmon dispersion [13–18] was found to
be positive, contrary to the FEG model prediction. This discrepancy was attributed to the absence of the totally occupied
4d valence bands on the FEG-based theories [19–22]. The
same conclusion was reached in a study based on a Ag model
potential used to describe its surface electronic structure [23].
Another serious problem was found in the description of the
lifetime of the surface plasmons. The FEG model predicts that
at q = 0 the lifetime of a surface plasmon should be infinite,
i.e., the surface-plasmon-peak width in the loss spectra should
be zero. However, in the experiments even at small q the
measured linewidth is finite.
The absence of band structure effects in the FEG models
can thus lead to incorrect predictions. Indeed, in real solids the
electronic structure deviates from the free-electron behavior.
As a result, the intra- and interband electron transitions may
disturb the electronic excitation spectra both in the bulk and
at the surface. The development of modern band structure
calculation methods has allowed for a proper inclusion of the
electronic band structure in the evaluation of electronic excitation spectra. In the case of surfaces of solids a first successful
realization of such approach considered the Mg(0001) surface
[24]. It was demonstrated that the inclusion of the realistic
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surface electronic structure obtained in the ab initio calculation as well as of the proper dynamical exchange-correlation
effects allows us to reproduce the experimental dispersion of
the surface plasmon energy and linewidth remarkably well.
Later on, similar calculations on the basis of the ab initio
surface electronic structure were realized for a number of
clean and adsorbate-covered surfaces. In general, it has been
demonstrated that including the surface electronic structure is
a key ingredient that considerably improves agreement with
the experimental findings. Significantly, when the Ag valence
d electrons were properly taken into account in the ab initio
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations, a positive surface plasmon dispersion in agreement
with the experiment is recovered [25–27]. A similar situation
occurs in the case of a gold surface plasmon [28], i.e., a
measured positive dispersion [28–30] is reproduced by the ab
initio calculations [26].
The aforemetioned works indicate that the current ab initio
descriptions in the framework of TDDFT are able to reproduce the experimentally determined properties of surface
plasmons in many materials, but there are still systems where
an agreement is not straightforward because of the complexity of their electronic structure. Especially, in d metals such
as palladium, numerous inter-band transitions with different
probability can disturb the excitation spectra in a significant
way, which complicates the theoretical description and could
potentially lead to new effects.
The surface of palladium was intensively studied experimentally with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in
the past. Surface excitations on single-crystal surfaces with
energies between 6.8 and 7.0 eV were observed [31–35]. The
surface plasmon energy of polycrystalline Pd was measured at
an energy of 6.5 eV [36,37]. In other scattering experiments
[38–41] energy-loss peaks in the 7.2–7.5 eV energy range,
which might also be related to the surface plasmon, were
detected as well. A nondispersing surface plasmon peak with
energy at 6.6 eV was measured on Pd(111) by Netzer and El
Gomati [42]. In contrast, Rocca et al. [43,44] found that the
surface plasmon in Pd(110) shows an unusually strong negative linear initial dispersion with transferred momentum. They
pointed out that Pd(110) behaves in this respect differently in
comparison to noble and simple metals. However, a detailed
analysis of such anomalous dispersion is still pending.
Motivated by the Rocca et al. findings [43,44], in this
paper we calculate the dispersion and damping of the surface
plasmon on Pd(110) employing an ab initio aproach [24]
and compare it with existing experimental data. A second
motivation is to investigate in detail the excitation spectra of
Pd(110) at low energies. It was recently demonstrated that
in bulk Pd the presence of several groups of carriers at the
Fermi level with different group Fermi velocities led to the
appearance of acoustic plasmons characterized by a soundlike
dispersion at energies below ≈ 1 eV [45,46]. Here we analyze
whether such remarkable bulk modes have any influence in
the surface excitation spectra. Furthermore, the Pd surfaces
present several surface states in the vicinity of the Fermi level
[47–49]. We investigate whether their existence can lead to
the realization of an additional low-energy surface mode – an
acoustic surface plasmon [50] – observed on other surfaces
supporting surface electronic states [30,51–58].

The paper is organized as follows. A brief description
of the calculation methods used and computational details
are presented in Sec. II. The calculated electronic structure
and excitation spectra of the Pd(110) surface along with the
comparison with experiments are reported in Sec. III. The
summary and conclusions are given in Sec. IV. Unless otherwise stated explicitly, atomic units are employed throughout,
i.e., e2 = h̄ = me = 1.
II. CALCULATION METHODS

We calculate the response function of the Pd(110) surface
employing a finite-thickness-layer geometry. The information
about the dynamical electronic excitations supported by this
system and characterized by in-plane momentum q and energy ω can be obtained from the imaginary part of the surface
response function g, called surface loss function. This quantity
can be directly compared with the spectra measured in the
EELS experiments realized in reflection geometry [59]. The
peaks in the calculated surface loss function determine
the energy and lifetime of the surface collective excitations.
The g function is expressed as [60]

(1)
g(q , ω) = dr eq ·z nind (r, q , ω),
where the x-y plane is parallel to the surface, z is the coordinate normal to the surface, i.e., r ≡ {x, y, z} ≡ {r , z}, and the
solid boundary is located at z = 0. In Eq. (1) nind (r, q , ω) is
the surface charge density induced by an external potential of
the form V ext (r, q , ω) = −(2π /q ) exp[q z + i(q r − ωt )].
In the framework of TDDFT [61,62], the induced density is
determined as

ind
n (r, q , ω) = dr χ (r, r , ω)V ext (r , q , ω). (2)
where χ (r, r , ω) is the density response function of an interacting electron system. In TDDFT, this quantity is related
to the response function of the noninteracting Kohn-Sham
electrons χ o through the integral equation χ = χ o + χ o (vc +
Kxc )χ . Here vc is the bare Coulomb potential and Kxc accounts for the dynamical exchange-correlation (XC) effects.
For the latter, two approximations are used in this work: (i) the
random-phase approximation (RPA) in which Kxc is set to zero
and (ii) the adiabatic local density approximation (ALDA)
[62]. Previous studies showed that the XC effects have little
impact on the excitation spectra at small q ’s [12,24,63,64].
Upon momentum increase, however, the role of XC effects
is gradually gaining importance and ALDA gives a better
agreement [12,20,24,65,66] with experiments. The XC effects
are smaller in systems characterized by high valence charge
density, which is the case of Pd. Therefore, as will be discussed in the following, the inclusion of Kxc within ALDA has
no significant impact on the properties of the surface plasmon
of Pd at any q except its linewidth at large q .
In order to evaluate χ o, we obtain the Kohn-Sham electronic structure of the Pd(110) surface by employing a
geometry of slabs periodically repeated in the z direction.
The experimental value [67] a = 7.3512 a.u. for the facecentered-cubic lattice parameter has been chosen in this work.
Slabs with 19 atomic layers simulating the Pd(110) surface
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are employed. These slabs are separated by a vacuum equivalent to nine interlayer spacings. In the low-energy electron
diffraction experiment, a surface relaxation for the top three
layers δ12 = −5.1 ± 1.5% and δ23 = +2.9 ± 1.5% was reported [68]. We have verified (not shown) that such relaxation
does not affect visibly neither the electronic structure nor the
excitation spectra of Pd(110), and therefore it is not included
in the results below.
The self-consistent band structure was obtained employing a homemade code [69]. The Troullier-Martins normconserving pseudopotential was used for the description of
the electron-ion interaction in Pd [70]. The Ceperley-Alder
form for the XC potential was chosen [71]. The repeated slab
geometry employed here allows us to transform the quantities
defined in the real space into the matrices of their Fourier
transformations. The matrix elements of the noninteracting
response function can be determined according to
o
χGG
 (q , ω) =

SBZ occ unocc
fnk − fn k +q
2  
S k n n Enk − En k +q + (ω + iη)


× φnk |e−i(q +G)r |φn k +q 


× φn k +q |ei(q +G )r |φnk ,

(3)

where the factor 2 accounts for the spin, S is the in-plane
unit cell area, and n and n are the band indices of the
occupied (occ) and unoccupied (unocc) states, respectively.
The summation over the wave vector k is realized in the
surface Brillouin zone (SBZ). The Fermi occupation factors
fnk ’s are calculated at a temperature of 10 meV in order to
reduce the noise caused by the discrete summation in k . Enk
and φnk are the Kohn-Sham energies and wave functions,
respectively. Formally, η in Eq. (3) is infinitesimal, but in
practical calculations one should use some finite value which
introduces an artificial broadening in the calculated spectra.
In order to eliminate such broadening, we use an equivalent
o
formulation where, first, the imaginary part of χGG
 is evaluo
ated as described, e.g., in Ref. [72]. Subsequently, Re[χGG
]
is calculated via the Kramers-Kronig relation. This alternative
procedure accelerates several times the surface response calculations.
The final expression [24,59] for the surface response function employed here is


2π

g(q , ω) = −
dz dz χG =G =0 (z, z , q , ω)eq ·(z+z ) .
q
(4)
In principle, all three-dimensional local-field effects are included in the evaluation of g through the integral equation
relating χ and χ o. However, since the local-field effects play
little role in Pd at moderate momentum transfers [73] we
o
expand χGG
 , and thus χGG , over the G vectors directed in the
z direction, i.e., only the local-field effects in the direction perpendicular to the surface are taken into account. In the present
calculations we used 151 such G vectors in the expansion of
o
the χ o matrices. The calculation of χGG
 (q, ω) was realized
using our code [74]. Summation over the SBZ was performed
using a 136 × 96 grid of k wave vectors. Since the k and the
q + k vectors belong to the same mesh, such a grid imposes

2π
= 0.017 Å−1 for q ’s accessible
a minimum value qmin = a·96
in our calculations. We included all the Pd valence states with
energies up to 25 eV above the Fermi level. In order to avoid
the coupling between slabs we follow the procedure proposed
by Nazarov [59].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pd(110) electronic band structure

The calculated electronic structure for the 19-atomic layer
Pd(110) slab is reported in Fig. 1. One can see that in palladium, the 4d electronic bands completely dominate the
occupied and unoccupied valence band structure around the
Fermi level. The s − p states are strongly hybridized with
these states in the energy interval between −5.5 and 0.5 eV. A
wide energy gap for the bulk-like states in Fig. 1 is located in
the −0.2 to 2.2 eV interval around the X S and SY symmetry
directions. Additionally, above the Fermi level we find two
energy gaps around the X and Y points with the bottom at
energies of 3.4 and 1.1 eV, respectively. Also in the occupied
valence band structure of Fig. 1 some other narrow gaps can
be detected.
In the surface electronic structure reported in Fig. 1 the
surface states are highlighted by blue dots. In the unoccupied
part we find at the bottom of an energy gap a surface state
with minimum energy at 1.3 eV at Y . Its presence correlates
rather well with inverse photoemission experiment [49]. In
the same energy gap we observe a second surface state with
energy of 3.0 eV at Y . In the experiment [49] this surface state
is located at 3.5 eV and its dispersion is almost flat whereas
in the calculation it has a pronounced paraboliclike dispersion.
The origin of such discrepancy is not clear. Further, around the
 point we find a couple of energy-split bands above 4 eV with
free-electron-like dispersion. Such states may be considered
as precursors of the resonance image potential states, detected
at 3.8 eV in  in the experiment [49].
In the vicinity of the Fermi level we find a surface state
of d type characterized by small dispersion and unoccupied
at the Y point. Upon moving from this point towards S this
surface state band crosses the Fermi level and quickly becomes occupied. On the contrary, along Y this surface state
presents a positive dispersion and remains above the Fermi
level. Such a state was observed experimentally [49] and
found in previous ab initio calculations [47,48]. We find a
similar surface state crossing the Fermi level around the S
point. Its energy position and dispersion is in agreement with
other calculations [48], but this wave-vector region was not
probed in the aforementioned experiment [49]. The existence
of surface states crossing the Fermi level suggests a scenario
where the out-of-phase collective charge oscillation involving
such states and bulk electronic system might result in a surface
collective excitation with soundlike dispersion, the so-called
acoustic surface plasmon [50,75]. We analyze such a possibility in Sec. III B.
Below the Fermi level in the electronic structure of Fig. 1
we find several surface states and surface resonances of
mainly d type. Their existence may result in numerous interband transitions in the surface region. However, such a rich
surface electronic structure in Pd(110) does not allow us to
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FIG. 1. Band structure of the 19-atomic layer Pd(110) film calculated along the lines of high symmetry in the surface Brillouin zone. The
states with strong localization in the surface atomic layer are highlighted by blue dots.

establish a specific role played by each of these states in the
formation of surface excitation spectra.
B. Pd(110) surface excitation spectrum

In Fig. 2 we report the ALDA surface loss function
Im[g(q , ω)] at momentum transfers q along two symmetry
directions, X and Y , of the SBZ. In general, the calculated spectrum is very similar for both directions indicating
a remarkable isotropic behavior. One can see that the surface
loss function is dominated by a rather wide surface plasmon
peak labeled as SP (yellow-white color in the contour plot of
Fig. 2). Over a large portion of momentum transfer values
(for q > 0.1 Å−1 ), this peak shows up at energies in the
7.3–7.6 eV range. For values of q < 0.1 Å−1 , the peak in the
surface loss function is shifted, since the interaction between
the surfaces of the slab is noticeable for such small q values.
Therefore, one can obtain the value of the semi-infinite surface
plasmon ωSP (q = 0), by direct extrapolation of the loss function from the values in the q ≈ 0.1 − 0.4 Å−1 range in Fig. 2,
which gives a value of ωSP (q = 0) = 7.35 eV. This value is
consistent with the one obtained from the surface loss function
with the use of a bulk dielectric function of Pd [76,77] and also
in good agreement with the experimentally determined value
of 7.37 ± 0.10 eV, obtained in Ref. [43].
The surface plasmon dispersion in Fig. 2 is severely distorted at momentum transfers below a certain critical value,
with the energy of the plasmonic peak shifting towards smaller
energy as q → 0. This behavior is due to the finite thickness
of the slab geometry considered in the simulations, as can be
confirmed by plotting in Fig. 2 the classical dispersion of sur-

face hybrid plasmons in a thin layer (dashed lines). The latter
are obtained from a thin-film Drude model [3,5] where the
surface plasmon frequency ωSP (q = 0) is set to the extrapolated value of 7.35 eV. The interaction between the plasmon
modes supported at the two metal-dielectric interface surfaces
leads to two dispersion branches corresponding to two different hybrid surface modes, the symmetric plasmon SP− at
lower energies and the antisymmetric plasmon SP+ at larger
energies [3,5]. The classical dispersion of the symmetric SP−
mode clearly follows a similar tendency at small q as the
peak of the loss function obtained within TDDFT. However,
the peak energy obtained from the TDDFT calculations shows
a higher energy value in comparison to the prediction of the
Drude model (dashed lines). We understand such behavior as
a consequence of the effect of interband transitions involving
the d valence states, which are not included in the reference
result within the Drude model. It is actually known that even
in a relatively simple metal such as lead, the band structure
effects are sufficiently large to disturb the surface excitation
spectra [78].
Regarding the upper-energy antisymmetric SP+ surface
mode, only a very weak broad feature can be discerned in the
TDDFT calculations at the smallest q above 7.35 eV (hardly
distinguishable in Fig. 2), which suggests that the intensity of
this mode is strongly suppressed by the interband transitions.
Such an explanation is backed up by the results in Fig. 3(a)
where we report Im[g(q , ω)] in the region of low momentum
transfers as obtained from a classical calculation that uses
the experimental bulk dielectric function of palladium [79].
The SP− hybrid mode dominates in this momentum range,
while the intensity of the upper-energy SP+ peak is negligible
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FIG. 2. ALDA surface loss function of Pd(110) calculated for the 19-atomic layer slab along the lines of high symmetry, X and Y ,
in the surface Brillouin zone. The dashed lines show the classical dispersion relationship for surface modes in a thin film, where the surface
plasmon SP splits into two hybrid surface modes SP− and SP+ for small momentum transfers. This dispersion has been obtained for a film of
the same thickness as in the ab initio calculations and using a Drude model to describe the permittivity of Pd, where the Drude surface plasmon
frequency ωSP = 7.35 eV is obtained from the extrapolation of the TDDFT results to q = 0. The experimental data points indicated by green
dots represent the measured SP dispersion, according to Ref. [43].

(in contrast, a clear SP+ peak appears for the corresponding
calculations using Drude permittivity, not shown). Moreover,
a strong deviation in the dispersion of both modes in comparison with the Drude model (dashed lines) is also obtained.
Notably, these classical results using the experimental bulk
dielectric function are quite similar to those obtained from
the ab initio calculations [zoom to the low-q ab initio results
shown in Fig. 3(b)] and confirm the strong influence of the
interband transitions on the low-q region of the dispersion.
We focus next on the dispersion of the SP at larger values of
q . In this regime, thin-film effects are much weaker, and the

12

(a)

results can be directly interpreted as being very close to those
of a semi-infinite substrate. As discussed previously, at small
q the loss function shows a peak at around 7.35 eV that is
in good agreement with experimental results [43]. However,
the calculated surface plasmon dispersion presents a weak
uprise with momentum increase up to the maximum q value
explored in our calculations, in striking disagreement with the
experimental results, indicated by the green circles in Fig. 2.
In the experiment the ωSP (q ) dispersion is negative up to
0.16 Å−1 along the X direction, and to 0.12 Å−1 along
the Y one. Moreover, the slope is unusually large [43]. At
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FIG. 3. (a) Surface loss function of a 19-atomic layer Pd(110) slab as obtained with a classical electromagnetic calculation using the
experimental bulk dielectric function of Pd [79]. (b) Surface loss function of Pd(110) calculated within the ab initio approach along the X
line (zoom in of Fig. 2). The dashed lines show the dispersion of the two hybrid surface modes SP− and SP+ according to the Drude model as
in Fig. 2. The blanked region in (b) as well as in Fig. 2 at q < 0.017 Å−1 is inaccessible in our ab initio calculations.
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FIG. 4. The RPA and ALDA surface loss functions of Pd(110)
calculated at q = 0.370 Å−1 .

larger momentum transfers the dispersion becomes positive
(up to the maximum collected experimental value of 0.18
Å−1 ). On the other hand, in the EELS experiment realized
on Pd(111) Netzer and El Gomani found [42] no dispersion
for the losses assigned to the surface plasmon, similarly to
our Pd(110) calculations. However, the measured energy of
6.6 eV in that experiment is rather far from the result of
our calculations and from more recent experimental results
by Rocca et al. [43] Clearly, this issue points out the importance of band effects in the establishment of the energy
and dispersion of the surface plasmon, and requires further
analysis.
We compare next the ALDA results with those obtained
with RPA. At small q the calculated surface loss function
Im[g] is identical in both models. Upon momentum increase
ALDA gives a generally larger value of Im[g] in comparison
with RPA. This difference mainly occurs on the low-energy
side of the surface plasmon peak. Further, the SP peak in
ALDA is shifted towards slightly lower energies than in RPA.
These effects become more pronounced upon momentum
transfer increase. As seen in Fig. 4, at q = 0.370 Å−1 the SP
peak in the ALDA curve is centered at ω ≈ 7.6 eV whereas in
the RPA calculation it locates at ω ≈ 7.7 eV. The difference
is much smaller than the linewidth of the SP peak, which confirms the small effect of the dynamical exchange-correlations
beyond RPA on the surface plasmon dispersion on Pd(110) in
comparison, e.g., to the Mg surface [24].
From the calculated Im[g(q, ω)] we also extracted the
linewidth SP of the surface plasmon peak, which is directly
connected to the losses. Relatively large values for SP are
found even at small momentum transfers, which can be explained by an efficient decay into electron-hole pairs involving
the electronic states in the valence d system. Indeed, at q ≈
0.05 Å−1 SP is about 1.8 eV in both RPA and ALDA.
As the momentum amplitude becomes larger, the linewidth
of the surface plasmon peak gradually broadens due to an
increasing decay into incoherent electron-hole pairs. At q =
0.4 Å−1 it reaches a value of 3.3 eV (4.9 eV) in RPA (ALDA).
A more efficient damping at finite momentum transfers for

calculations that employ the ALDA kernel is in line with other
calculations [24,80,81]. However, despite this large linewidth,
the surface plasmon peak is a dominant feature in the loss
spectra in Pd(110) at all q ’s as seen in Fig. 2.
Our assignment of the dominating peak in the calculated
surface loss function to the surface plasmon of Pd(110) is
supported by the analysis of the charge density distribution
nind (z, q , ω) induced at the surface by the external timevarying potential V ext (r, q , ω). In Fig. 5 we report the real
and imaginary parts [panels (a) and (b), respectively] of
nind (z, q , ω) evaluated at small momentum transfer q =
0.084 Å−1 along the X symmetry direction as a function
of energy ω and of the coordinate z normal to the surface.
The shape of Im[nind (z, q , ω ≈ ωSP )] in Fig. 5(b) indicates
that at energies near the peak of the loss function, ωSP ≈
7.35 eV, the charge density oscillations have a characteristic
distribution with the dominating maximum located above the
top palladium atomic layer. For the small momentum transfer considered, the induced density penetrates rather deeply
into the crystal, with a slow decay of its amplitude and an
oscillating behavior of the same periodicity as the crystal
lattice (the atomic planes are indicated in the figure by the
solid horizontal lines). On the other hand, Re[nind (z, q , ω)]
in Fig. 5(a) shows strong undamped oscillating behavior
for energies above ωSP = 7.35 eV, which indicates optical
transparency of the crystal since the electronic system cannot screen efficiently the external electric field at such high
frequencies.
We calculated the position of the centroid of induced density corresponding to the real part of the first moment of the
induced charge density. At the surface plasmon energy of
ωSP = 7.35 eV this value averaged over several small values
of q is 1.2 a.u. above the geometrical surface position (the
latter is marked by a dashed horizontal line). Thus, the position of the centroid of charge is located outside of the surface,
which resembles the result for simple metals. Intriguingly, this
is contrary to the behavior of Ag and Au, where it is discussed
that the effect of the d electrons consists in pulling the centroid
of charge inside the metal [5]. On the other hand, it seems that
the d states in Pd prevent the full realization of the simple
metal scenario where the initial surface plasmon dispersion is
negative.
The resulting net effect of the outside location of the induced density centroid and the d states results in the weak
positive surface plasmon dispersion in Pd(110) over an extended momentum transfer range. It seems that the more
delocalized d states in Pd produce a less pronounced modification of the surface plasmon dispersion in comparison to
Ag and Au. This conclusion is based on the analysis of the
peak position in the surface loss function calculated only
at q ’s larger than about 0.05 Å−1 , since at smaller values
finite-thinness-film effects do not allow us to determine the
intrinsic surface plasmon dispersion. To explore the surface
plasmon properties in the small q region significantly thicker
slabs should be considered.
We next consider the situation of large momentum transfer
in the induced charge density. For illustration, in Fig. 6 we
report the real and imaginary parts of nind (z, q , ω) evaluated
at q = 0.336 Å−1 along the X symmetry direction. For this
momentum transfer the region near the surface probed by the
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the ALDA dynamical charge density, nind (z, q , ω), induced at the Pd(110)
surface by an external potential V ext (r, t ). Results are plotted as a function of energy ω and coordinate z for q = 0.084 Å−1 along the X
symmetry direction. The origin of the z coordinate is at the geometrical surface position shown by the horizontal dashed lines. The horizontal
solid lines define the palladium atomic layer positions.

external electric field, is substantially reduced in comparison
to that in Fig. 5. The excitation of the electronic system inside
the bulk becomes less efficient and the confinement of the surface plasmon density to the surface region increases. Further,
above the surface atomic layer the peak in Im[nind (z, q , ω)] is
clearly visible at energies about 7.6 eV, which correlates well
with the SP peak identified in the surface loss function.
In our calculations of the surface loss function, we do
not find any relevant feature at energies below ≈ 4 eV. This
discards the evidence of additional surface modes, such as
acoustic surface plasmons or low-energy inter-band plasmons.
This behavior is possibly due to the large number of surface
electronic states in the valence band structure of Pd(110). The
numerous transitions involving such states would not favor
the formation of clear resonances corresponding to collective
excitations, contrary to the situation in bulk [45,46]. Thus the

Distance z (a.u.)

10

(a)

Pd(110) surface seems to show a situation where the mere
existence of a surface electronic state crossing the Fermi level
is not sufficient to create an acousticlike surface mode.
When inspecting the surface loss function in Fig. 3 at small
q ’s we find a weak peak at energy about 4.9 eV. Since this
is observed for Im[g] we can identify it as a surface-related
feature. As seen in Fig. 7, with momentum increase the energy
of this peak increases gradually, reducing its spectral weight.
After reaching the energy of 5.0 eV at q = 0.17 Å−1 it
disappears. In the experiment of Liu and Brown [41,82] a
similar mode was probably detected at energy of 5.2 eV without resolving its dispersion and was interpreted as a surface
feature. In the real part of the induced-density distribution of
Fig. 5(a) one can distinguish resonating behavior at the energy
of ≈4.9 eV in the interior of the crystal. In Im[nind (z, q , ω)],
reported in Fig. 5(b), a weak feature oscillating with z can be

(b)
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FIG. 6. Distribution of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the ALDA dynamical charge density, nind (z, q , ω), induced at the Pd(110)
surface by an external potential V ext (r, t ). Results are plotted as a function of energy ω and coordinate z for q = 0.336 Å−1 along the X
symmetry direction. The origin of the z coordinate is at the geometrical surface position shown by the horizontal dashed lines. The horizontal
solid lines define the palladium atomic layer positions.
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FIG. 7. ALDA surface loss function of Pd(110) calculated for the
indicated momentum transfers. The dashed line shows the surface
loss function calculated at q = 0 classically employing the experimental bulk dielectric function of Pd reported in the textbook of Palik
[79]. For the latter, the inset shows a zoom in the 2.5–5.5 eV energy
interval.

detected at the same energy. This indicates that indeed this
feature has origin in the bulk dielectric function of Pd. This
is confirmed by the results in Fig. 7 where a weak feature
centered at about 4.5 eV can be distinguished in Im[g] obtained from classical calculations that use the experimental
bulk dielectric function of palladium [79].

value is in good agreement with the existing experimental
data for Pd(110) at low q . We have also found that upon
momentum increase, the surface plasmon dispersion presents
a weak positive dispersion up to about q = 0.4 Å−1 . However, this finding contradicts the experimental observations
of Ref. [43] where strong initial negative surface plasmon
dispersion was reported. This may be an example where the ab
initio density surface response calculation diverges so strongly
with the energy-loss experiment, and more experimental and
theoretical work is needed to reveal the origin of such disagreement. From the theoretical side, a description of the
collective electronic excitations on this surface would perhaps
require to go beyond the dipole approximation based on the
use of a surface loss function [5]. In this respect, probably the
kinematics of the incident probing electron should be taken
into account [83–85].
Our calculation of the surface loss function only shows a
strong response at ultraviolet energies, without any signature
of low-energy collective excitations in spite of the presence
of numerous surface electronic states around the Fermi level
on this surface. It seems that a large number of such states at
the Pd(110) surface does not favor the creation of well-defined
low-energy surface collective excitations.
The raw data for some representative q points can be
extracted from the metadata deposited at [86].
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